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The Lost Son Dec 30 2019
Gripping family drama from
household name Prue Leith. An
emotional summer read perfect
for fans of Penny Vincenzi and
Barbara Taylor Bradford. The
Angelotti family reels when the
lost son, given up for adoption
in the war, traces his birth
family and returns to the fold,
with devastating consequences.
As poverty-stricken newlyweds,
Laura and Giovanni Angelotti
were forced to put their first
child - a boy - up for adoption.
They have had other children
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since, and their first little
Italian cafe has become a
restaurant empire, but Laura is
still haunted by thoughts of the
baby she lost. Tom is a
successful businessman
enjoying the fast-paced City
lifestyle - until his best friend
and business partner is killed
in the 9/11 attacks and his
world turns upside down.
Searching for meaning in his
life, he decides to track down
his birth family: the Angelottis.
But Laura has been keeping an
explosive secret about Tom's
parentage that means his
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reappearance in her life is
bittersweet. She may have
found her son, but will it be at
the cost of everything it has
taken her fifty years to build?
The Lost Son Nov 28 2019 As
poverty-stricken newlyweds,
Laura and Giovanni Angelotti
were forced to put their first
child, a boy, up for adoption.
They have had other children
since, and their first little
Italian cafe has become a
restaurant empire, but Laura is
still haunted by thoughts of the
baby she lost. Tom is a
successful businessman
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enjoying the fast-paced City
lifestyle, until his best friend
and business partner is killed
in the 9/11 attacks and his
world turns upside down.
Searching for meaning in his
life, he decides to track down
his birth family: the Angelottis.
But Laura has been keeping an
explosive secret about Tom's
parentage that means his
reappearance in her life is
bittersweet. She may have
found her son, but will it be at
the cost of everything it has
taken her fifty years to build?
The Prodigal Son - Bible
Study Book Oct 27 2019
Discover the best life is found
in the love of your Father.
The Lost Son Jul 25 2019
The Lost Son Sep 18 2021
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Rome's Lost Son Nov 20 2021
The sixth installment in Robert
Fabbri's epic Vespasian
seriesRome, AD 51: Vespasian
brings Rome's greatest enemy
before the Emperor. After eight
years of resistance, the British
warrior Caratacus has been
caught. But even Vespasian's
victory cannot remove the
newly-made consul from
Roman politics: Agrippina,
Emperor Claudius's wife,
pardons Caratacus. Claudius is
a drunken fool and Narcissus
and Pallas, his freedmen, are
battling for control of his
throne. Separately, they decide
to send Vespasian East to
Armenia to defend Rome's
interests. But there is more at
stake than protecting a client
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kingdom. Rumors abound that
Agrippina is involved in a plot
to destabilise the East.
Vespasian must find a way to
serve two masters—Narcissus
is determined to ruin
Agrippina, Pallas to save her.
Meanwhile, the East is in
turmoil. A new Jewish cult is
flourishing and its adherents
refuse to swear loyalty to the
Emperor. In Armenia,
Vespasian is captured.
Immured in the oldest city on
earth, how can he escape? And
is a Rome ruled by a woman
who despises Vespasian any
safer than a prison cell?
Six Points of Light Jan 29 2020
After the disappearance of his
father, young Finn Cook is
taken to a quiet London
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neighborhood to be cared for
by his Aunt Wendy, who keeps
an ever watchful eye on him. As
Finn grows from a boy into a
young man he watches his
beloved aunt undergo a
shocking and mysterious
transformation. She is aging
rapidly and goes from a vibrant
young woman to a bedridden
shell of her former self in the
span of only fifteen years. As
the end grows near, and just
when Finn has accepted that
the reaper will rip from him the
only real family he has left,
something strange and
unexpected takes place. One
evening, he hears a man's voice
urging Wendy to leave with him
at once. When he barrels into
her bedroom to investigate,
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Finn finds her gone,
disappeared into thin air. Finn
has only just begun to uncover
the secrets of his past when he
is befriended by the swarthy
Captain James Hook and
whisked off to Neverland, the
backdrop of the fairy tales
Wendy has told him all his life
and the place where he
discovers a mystery that spans
generations and involves
everyone Finn has ever loved.
Is Captain Hook friend of foe?
Is Wendy lost to Finn forever?
And is Finn brave and faithful
enough to take on the bratprince of Neverland, Peter Pan,
in a quest to bring together
what is left of his fractured
family? Only time will tell. And
in Neverland, time is the one
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thing there is plenty of.
The Lost Son Jul 17 2021 The
Lost Son is a modern day retelling of the parable of the
Prodigal Son. Set in rural New
South Wales and the city of
Sydney, Australia, the story is a
compelling narrative that
focuses on the temptation we
all face to leave what we know
behind in search of excitement
and adventure. This story will
appeal to young adults and
those for whom the search for
greener grass is a constant
temptation.
The Lost Son Sep 30 2022 A
powerful and thrilling debut.
Join this adventure and
discover the secrets that lie
just beneath their feet as
Phoenix comes to terms with
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his darkest truth. Phoenix has
always struggled with himself.
Doubting his self-worth. Yet he
has always found a way to
survive. It was something that
he used to motivate himself, to
always push forward even
when he felt lost. When
someone from his past surfaces
and brings the news of his
mother's disappearance, it
launches Phoenix in a
desperate search. One that will
define him. In their search,
they uncover an ancient secret
that lurks underneath the
University. One the some are
willing to kill over. One that
holds power as old as time
itself. Fearing for the one that
he loves, he has to face his
deepest darkest struggle and
singapore-lost-son

while doing so, will uncover the
truth about himself. One that
has been hidden his entire life.
Will he be enough to save them
and survive? A story set in the
hills of Oxford Mississippi as
they discover a world hidden
right in plain sight. The Lost
Son is a debut of discovery,
conquering fear, and the
struggle to build yourself up
from a past some wish to
forget. So that you can show
the world what has been lost
all this time.
The Lost Son and Me Sep 06
2020 When Jesus lived on the
earth, he would teach lessons
about God by telling stories to
the people. These stories are
called parables. One of those
parables is the story of the lost

son, also known as the prodigal
son. The Lost Son and Me is a
Bible story written for children
with life application questions
that will help children of all
ages see that this story that
Jesus told so many years ago is
also meant for them. This story
of God's love is just as
important for our children
today as it was on the day Jesus
told it. The Lost Son and Me
has been written for caregivers
and children to share and will
take them through this story of
love. Questions are placed on
each page to be used by
parents, grandparents, or
teachers to help children grasp
how the Bible story of the lost
son found in Luke 15:11-32
matters and relates to their life
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today. Just as the father in the
story welcomes his son with
love, so does our Father in
heaven welcome us into His
loving arms. With charming
illustrations enhancing the
story and questions that can be
used to start great discussions,
The Lost Son and Me is a book
your family will turn to again
and again.
The Prodigal Son Jun 03 2020
Giving historical background,
The Prodigal Son will reveal
Christ's original message as
intended for the Pharisees, the
disciples, and the world today. -from publisher description.
The Lost Sheep, Piece of
Silver, and Prodigal Son.
Being the Substance of a
Discourse Delivered in the
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County of Antrim ... in the
Year 1750 ... The Second
Edition Jul 05 2020
The Lost Son Aug 30 2022
Retells the Bible parable about
the son who returned home,
penniless, after traveling the
world, and was welcomed back
by his family.
My Lost Son Oct 20 2021 The
mystery of this novel is about
the disappearance of my lost
son, Jay. Has he found his
attackers? But where is he
now? Did he escape unharmed?
But as a mother, I believe in my
rights. Do I still give him
money? What happened to
forgiveness? Is my lost son still
a human being? Does his family
care? Remember, a door is
always open. Will it be long6/16

lived, or is it in the past? But
where does his family live? Is
Jay ill now? I hope this story
can help a lot of people find
their lost ones as a mothers
love is always a blessing.
Holy Bible Nov 01 2022 A
reasonably priced, quality
black hardcover pew and
ministry Bible featuring a large
12-point font.
The Lost Son Jul 29 2022 How
does a mother survive the
unsurvivable? After her
husband and the baby's nurse
kidnap her infant son,
Nicholas, and take him back to
their native Germany, Julia
Kruse must completely rebuild
her life in America. The Lost
Son chronicles Julia's journey
from Depression-Era Queens,
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NY through World War II as
she struggles to provide for
herself and her remaining son,
Johannes. Over the years, her
search for Nicholas is thwarted
at every turn, until she falls in
love with chauffeur Paul Burns,
whose boss might have the
political connections to find her
son and bring him home from
the German front during the
last days of the Third Reich,
where Johannes is also fighting
for the Allies.
The Return of the Prodigal
Son Jan 23 2022 With over a
million copies sold, this classic
work is essential reading for all
who ask, “Where has my
struggle led me?” A chance
encounter with a reproduction
of Rembrandt’s The Return of
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the Prodigal Son catapulted
Henri Nouwen on an
unforgettable spiritual
adventure. Here he shares the
deeply personal and resonant
meditation that led him to
discover the place within
where God has chosen to dwell.
As Nouwen reflects on
Rembrandt’s painting in light
of his own life journey, he
evokes a powerful drama of the
classic parable in a rich,
captivating way that is sure to
reverberate in the hearts of
readers. Nouwen probes the
several movements of the
parable: the younger son’s
return, the father’s restoration
of sonship, the elder son’s
resentfulness, and the father’s
compassion. The themes of
7/16

homecoming, affirmation, and
reconciliation will be newly
discovered by all who have
known loneliness, dejection,
jealousy, or anger. The
challenge to love as God loves,
and to be loved as God’s
beloved, will be seen as the
ultimate revelation of the
parable known to Christians
throughout time, and is here
represented with a vigor and
power fresh for our times.
The Lost Son and Me Apr 13
2021 When Jesus lived on the
earth, he would teach lessons
about God by telling stories to
the people. These stories are
called parables. One of those
parables is the story of the lost
son, also known as the prodigal
son. The Lost Son and Me is a
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Bible story written for children
with life application questions
that will help children of all
ages see that this story that
Jesus told so many years ago is
also meant for them. This story
of God's love is just as
important for our children
today as it was on the day Jesus
told it. The Lost Son and Me
has been written for caregivers
and children to share and will
take them through this story of
love. Questions are placed on
each page to be used by
parents, grandparents, or
teachers to help children grasp
how the Bible story of the lost
son found in Luke 15:11""32
matters and relates to their life
today. Just as the father in the
story welcomes his son with
singapore-lost-son

love, so does our Father in
heaven welcome us into His
loving arms. With charming
illustrations enhancing the
story and questions that can be
used to start great discussions,
The Lost Son and Me is a book
your family will turn to again
and again.
The Beginner's Bible Lost
Son Jun 15 2021 Jack wants to
leave home and see the world,
so his father gives him money.
But Jack makes many mistakes,
and soon all the money is gone.
Will his father take him back?
Will he still love him? This My
First I Can Read! book, with
basic language, word
repetition, and great
illustrations, is perfect for
shared reading with a child. It
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aligns with guided reading
level J and will be of interest to
children Pre-K to 3rd grade.
The Lost Son May 27 2022
Returning home twelve years
after abandoning her son and
lover, Ellen sets off an
emotional torrent of family
conflict during which all three
express their feelings of
outrage, abandonment,
rejection, pain, and
vulnerability. Tour.
Long-Lost Son: Brand-New
Family Mar 13 2021 A child
who needs his father… Janey
Stafford never expected to
become a mum, but now she
must raise her vulnerable little
nephew, who has lost his
mother. Janey's only wish is to
ensure the boy's
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happiness—she'll even go in
search of Luke, the boy's
father. But en route they're
involved in an accident—she is
hospitalised, and her nephew
goes missing… Luke Bresciano
keeps a vigil at Janey's hospital
bedside, determined to
discover why she's in Crocodile
Creek, and whether she can
help him find his son. Luke and
Janey go way back, but could
her shocking news unite
them—this time as a family…?
Singapore's Lost Son Dec 22
2021 This is the true story of a
boy with a simple dream—to
become a man. But he fell and
became a dropout of school,
friends, life, himself. But with
the helping hand of a teacher,
he turned his life around, found
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friends and love, and fulfilled
his dream. This is the story of
how that boy went from
dropout to millionaire
Princeton PhD. Expelled from
four junior colleges (he was
labelled ‘subnormal’ and not
academically inclined), Kaiwen
Leong sat for the A level
examinations as a private
candidate while experimenting
with Internet websites to try
his hand at entrepreneurship.
He studied hard and did well
enough to be admitted to
Boston University in the US
where he graduated with two
bachelors and two masters
degrees in economics and
mathematics in four years. And
then he went on to obtain
postgraduate degrees at
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Princeton University. He is a
member of America’s most
prestigious academic societies
and has published research
papers on economics,
mathematics and physics.
Today he lectures at Nanyang
Techonological University and
is an economist at Spring
Singapore. Find out how Dr
Leong picked up his life.
The Parable of the Prodigal
Son Oct 08 2020 The Arch®
Book series tells popular Bible
stories through fun-to-read
rhymes and bright illustrations.
This well-loved series captures
the attention of children,
telling scripturally sound
stories that are enjoyable and
easy to remember.
The Prodigal Son Sep 26 2019
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A novel in the bestselling
Reverend Curtis Black series
The Reverend Curtis Black
hasn't spoken to his son,
Matthew, in over a year-not
since Matthew dropped out of
Harvard to marry his girlfriend,
Racquel, and be a full-time
father to their infant son.
Curtis knows that it was he and
his wife, Charlotte, who drove
Matthew away, but he prays
that one day his son will forgive
them and come home.
Matthew, however, can't seem
to forget the pain his parents
caused him and Racquel. Still,
he wonders if maybe they'd
been right, as fatherhood is not
what he expected, and
Racquel's behavior has become
increasingly erratic. Matthew
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genuinely wants to be a good
husband, though, and swears
he'll never repeat his parents'
mistakes. But when an old
friend expresses her desire for
Matthew, the temptation may
be too great to resist... Then,
there's Dillon Whitfield-Curtis's
long-lost-son-who has settled in
as a member of the Black
family. Yet the transition has
been anything but easy.
Charlotte, convinced he's only
after Curtis's money, wishes he
would move back to where he
came from. Dillon, however,
has no intention of going
anywhere. After a lifetime in
the shadows, he's determined
to take his rightful place as
Curtis's first-born son and heir,
and he'll do whatever it takes
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to win his father's affectioneven if it means playing dirty...
As jealousy builds and secrets
pile up, both of Curtis's sons
will be pushed over the edge
and forced to take drastic
action. Can these two troubled
young men find their way back
into the Black family fold, or
will their family ties be undone
once and for all?
Lost and Found: Journey
throgh the Prodigal Son. A
story of redemption and
restoration for new Christians
Nov 08 2020 Lost and Found
takes you on a journey through
the parable of the Prodigal Son
in Luke 15:11-32. This story is
one of redemption, restoration,
and hope not only for new
Christians, but for everyone!
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This book will teach on: The
impotance of Forgiveness The
Grace of God Redemption
Restoration Temptation Love
Covers ...and more!
Prodigal Son Jan 11 2021
Forced into retirement, Evan
Smoak gets an urgent request
for help from someone he
didn't even suspect existed—in
Prodigal Son, the next New
York Times bestselling Orphan
X book from Gregg Hurwitz. As
a boy, Evan Smoak was pulled
out of a foster home and
trained in an off-the-books
operation known as the Orphan
Program. He was a government
assassin, perhaps the best,
known to a few insiders as
Orphan X. He eventually broke
with the Program and adopted
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a new name—The Nowhere
Man—and a new mission,
helping the most desperate in
their times of trouble. But the
highest power in the country
has made him a tempting
offer—in exchange for an
unofficial pardon, he must stop
his clandestine activities as The
Nowhere Man. Now Evan has
to do the one thing he’s least
equipped to do—live a normal
life. But then he gets a call for
help from the one person he
never expected. A woman
claiming to have given him up
for adoption, a woman he never
knew—his mother. Her unlikely
request: help Andrew Duran—a
man whose life has gone off the
rails, who was in the wrong
place at the wrong time,

bringing him to the deadly
attention of very powerful
figures. Now a brutal brother &
sister assassination team are
after him and with no one to
turn to, and no safe place to
hide, Evan is Duran’s only
option. But when the hidden
cabal catches on to what Evan
is doing, everything he’s fought
for is on the line—including his
own life.
The Beginner's Bible Lost
Son Aug 18 2021 Jack wants to
leave home and see the world,
so his father gives him money.
But Jack makes many mistakes,
and soon all the money is gone.
Will his father take him back?
Will he still love him? This My
First I Can Read! book, with
basic language, word
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repetition, and great
illustrations, is perfect for
shared reading with a child. It
aligns with guided reading
level J and will be of interest to
children Pre-K to 3rd grade.
Lost Son Feb 21 2022
Spanning western Europe from
1875 to 1917 and presenting a
gothic historical Paris that
subverts our old assumptions
regarding the City of Light, M.
Allen Cunningham’s new novel
brings a brooding atmosphere
and human complexity to an
intimate and imaginative
portrait of one of the most
uniquely sensitive artists of his
time, a poet whose odd
childhood and difficult early life
will both fascinate and perhaps
help explain his determination
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to stay true to his artistic vision
at almost any cost. Here is
Rainer Maria Rilke in the grip
of his greatest artistic struggle:
life itself. Rilke’s gripping
emotional drama as child,
lover, husband, father, protégé,
misfit soldier, and wanderer is
framed by a haunted young
figure, a researcher who, a
century later, feels compelled
to trace Rilke’s itinerant
footsteps and those of Rilke’s
fictional alter ego, the
bewitched poet Malte Laurids
Brigge. The result is an
exploration of the forever
imperfect loyalties we face in
work and life, the seemingly
immeasurable distances that
can separate life and art, and
the generational tensions

between masters and admirers.
The Lost Sheep, Piece of
Silver, and Prodigal Son ...
The Second Edition Aug 06
2020
The Lost Son Jun 27 2022 The
parable of the Prodigal son is
retold for young children with
interactive tabs, flaps, and popups.
Beyond Tears Jun 23 2019 Nine
women from a support group of
mothers who had lost children
offer their unique perspective,
comfort, and advice for
bereaved parents, candidly
discussing the grieving
process, the impact of grief on
personal relationships, and the
different ways in which
mothers and fathers cope with
the pain. Original. 10,000 first
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printing.
The Lost Son Apr 25 2022
Details the life of the 40th
Police Commissioner of New
York City as he fights injustice
and works to solve the mystery
of his mother, who abandoned
him decades earlier, and
discusses the terrorist attacks
of September 11, 2001.
The Lost Son: a Winter's
Tale Feb 09 2021
The Lost Child of Philomena
Lee Dec 10 2020 The Lost
Child of Philomena Lee is the
tale of a mother and a son
whose lives were scarred by
the forces of hypocrisy on both
sides of the Atlantic and of the
secrets they were forced to
keep. A compelling narrative of
human love and loss, Martin
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Sixsmith's moving account is
both heartbreaking yet
ultimately redemptive. When
she fell pregnant as a teenager
in Ireland in 1952, Philomena
Lee was sent to the convent at
Roscrea in Co. Tipperary to be
looked after as a fallen woman.
She cared for her baby for
three years until the Church
took him from her and sold
him, like countless others, to
America for adoption. Coerced
into signing a document
promising never to attempt to
see her child again, she
nonetheless spent the next fifty
years secretly searching for
him, unaware that he was
searching for her from across
the Atlantic. Philomena's son,
renamed Michael Hess, grew

up to be a top Washington
lawyer and a leading
Republican official in the
Reagan and Bush
administrations. But he was a
gay man in a homophobic party
where he had to conceal not
only his sexuality but,
eventually, the fact that he had
AIDs. With little time left, he
returned to Ireland and the
convent where he was born: his
desperate quest to find his
mother before he died left a
legacy that was to unfold with
unexpected consequences for
all involved. Inspired the film
Philomena starring Judi Dench
and Steve Coogan.
The Parable of the Prodigal
Son. A Homiletic Exposition
Mar 01 2020
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Stories Jesus Told: The Lost
Son Comes Home Apr 01
2020 Teach children about
God's unconditional love and
forgiveness through this
illustrated parable of the
prodigal son. The text is taken
directly from a kid-friendly
version of Scripture and the
realistic artwork makes it easy
for children to follow the story.
The Adventurer's Son Aug 25
2019 NATIONAL BESTSELLER
"Destined to become an
adventure classic."
—Anchorage Daily News Hailed
as "gripping" (New York Times)
and "beautiful" (Washington
Post), The Adventurer's Son is
Roman Dial’s extraordinary and
widely acclaimed account of his
two-year quest to unravel the
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mystery of his son’s
disappearance in the jungles of
Costa Rica. In the predawn
hours of July 10, 2014, the
twenty-seven-year-old son of
preeminent Alaskan scientist
and National Geographic
Explorer Roman Dial, walked
alone into Corcovado National
Park, an untracked rainforest
along Costa Rica’s remote
Pacific Coast that shelters
miners, poachers, and drug
smugglers. He carried a light
backpack and machete. Before
he left, Cody Roman Dial
emailed his father: “I am not
sure how long it will take me,
but I’m planning on doing 4
days in the jungle and a day to
walk out. I’ll be bounded by a
trail to the west and the coast
14/16

everywhere else, so it should
be difficult to get lost forever.”
They were the last words Dial
received from his son. As soon
as he realized Cody Roman’s
return date had passed, Dial
set off for Costa Rica. As he
trekked through the dense
jungle, interviewing locals and
searching for clues—the
authorities suspected
murder—the desperate father
was forced to confront the
deepest questions about
himself and his own role in the
events. Roman had raised his
son to be fearless, to be at
home in earth’s wildest places,
travelling together through
rugged Alaska to remote
Borneo and Bhutan. Was he
responsible for his son’s fate?
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Or, as he hoped, was Cody
Roman safe and using his
wilderness skills on a solo
adventure from which he would
emerge at any moment? Part
detective story set in the most
beautiful yet dangerous
reaches of the planet, The
Adventurer’s Son emerges as a
far deeper tale of discovery—a
journey to understand the truth
about those we love the most.
The Adventurer’s Son includes
fifty black-and-white
photographs.
Lament for a Son May 03
2020 The author describes the
progress of his grief from the
shock of learning of his son's
accidental death to his final
resignation a year later
Lost Son Mar 25 2022 By any
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measure, Hermann Broch was
one of the greatest writers of
the twentieth century. Author
of The Sleepwalkers and The
Spell, he stands, together with
James Joyce and Marcel Proust,
at the pinnacle of literary
Modernism. Born in 1886, he
saw the First World War
destroy the culture and
consciousness of what had
come before, seeing the West
thrust unwillingly into the
modern age. By 1938 Broch
found himself arrested and
detained, during which time be
began work on his greatest
novel, The Death of Virgil.
Dozens of friends from all over
the world managed to help him
find his release and he moved
to the United States where he
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lived for the rest of his life.
With his wife Franziska, Broch
had only a single child,
Armand. While Broch had
become preoccupied with deep
questions of philosophy,
psychology, and politics, his
son became a thoroughgoing
materialist. Sent away to an
elite boarding school when 14,
Armand found himself
surrounded by students from
the richest families in Europe.
He became devoted to sports,
to fast luxury cars (his father
did not even know how to
drive), and to the first class
lifestyle of his classmates.
These letters show the
profound breach that
developed between father and
son. They also provide a
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portrait of the Gilded Age, a
time of remarkable change, as
Europe headed on a course of
horrible inevitability. Letters
from Broch during this time are
uncommon, so we also get a
chance to follow the trajectory
of his life as he prepares to
leave his job as an industrialist
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and devote himself to study and
to writing.
The Greek's Long-Lost Son
May 15 2021 Self-made
millionaire Theo Pantheras has
pulled himself up by the
bootstraps, so he can have
anything his heart desires.
There is just one thing he
wants: his long-lost son. Theo is
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no longer from the wrong side
of the tracks and isn't the wild
boy Stella Athas fell in love
with six years ago, but seeing
him again rocks her ordered
world. Stella wants Theo to
know he broke her heart, but
first there's a little someone he
has to meet….
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